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ROSS MARK III.
TO REMOVE THE BOLT ACTION.

See that the Safety Catch is showing the word “ READY/’ then 
place the Bolt Stop at the centre notch and remove the Bolt Action 
from the Receiver.

TO STRIP THE BOLT ACTION.
Hold the Sleeve in the left hand and turn the Bolt Head with the 

thumb, thereby releasing the Mainspring, Fig. 107.
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Seize the Head of the Extractor with the thumb and finger of the
the Extractor, and raise the Lug clear of the Groove in the Bolt Head 
and withdraw the Extractor from the Slot in the Sleeve, Fig. 108.

Place the thumb of the left hand on the Bent of the CockingPiece, 
forcing it to the rear to enable a hook wire or piece of string to be 
passed through the Hole in rear of Firing Pin.

Then withdraw the Cocking Piece until the Pin is clear of the Bolt 
Sleeve holding it,.

Then push the Pin out and withdraw the Cocking Piece and the Bolt.
Turn the 'Safety Catch 

to a perpendicular position 
and, striking the handle a 
light rap with ,a piece of 
wood, the Safety Catch is 
dismounted. Turn theBolt 
Sleeve bottom upward, 
when the Safety Catch 
Plunger and Spring will 
drop out.

Take the 3olt in the left 
hand and with the Re
tainer Key remove the 
Mainspring Retainer. Care 

. must be taken in remov
ing Retainer to preserve the Washer and prevent the Mainspring 
from flying out. Fig. 109.
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Insert the Firing Pin in the Bolt, holding the latter in the left hand. 
Place Mainspring over Firing Pin. Insert the Washer with the 
Indents pointing away from the Mainspring.

Place the Retainer over the Indents and, taking the key m the 
right hand, screw it home, care being taken that the Lug oh the 
Washer enters the Slot in the Bolt.

Hold the Bolt Sleeve in the left hand, insert the Safety Catch 
Plunger Spring in the Plunger and place them in their seat. Then 
insert the Safety Catch in its hole with the handle up and force the 
Plunger down until the Safety Catch will pass it.

TO ASSEMBLE THE BOLT ACTION.

Fig. no.
Take the Bolt in the right hand and enter it in the Sleeve with the 

gas hole in the Bolt downwards. Fig. 110. Enter the Spirals until 
the plain cylinder just enters the Sleeve. Then turn the Bolt Head 
to the right, when it will turn into its proper position. Fig. 111.

Turn the Sleeve in the hand so that the lower part is uppermost. 
See that the Cut on the Firing Pin is uppermost and can be seen 
through the Cocking Piece Slot of the Sleeve. Place Cocking Piece 
on Firing Pin, insert Hook in the hole through end of Firing Pin, 
withdrawing the Cocking Piece until the hole in the Cocking Piece 
and Cut in the Firing Pin are clear of the Bolt Sleeve, securing them 
in that position by turning the Safety Catch. Then insert the Pin, 
remove the Hook and release the Safety Catch.



Turn the Belt and Sleeve >n hand again so that the Head is to the 
front, then place the Extractor in the Slot of the Sleeve and press it 
home with the right thumb until the Lug snaps into the Slot in Bolt 
Head. Withdraw the Bolt as shown in Fig. 112 and replace same in 
Receiver.

TO STRIP RIFLE.
1. Remove Band Screws and drive the Bands forward.
2. Remove Hand Guard. It may be necessary to tap gently on 

the Guard Clips to loosen the Guard in order to remove it.
3. Remove Rear and Front Receiver Screws.
4. Remove Barrel and Receiver from Stock, taking care not to lose 

the nuts for the Band Screws that lie in the Stock under the Bent.
5. Remove Magazine.
6. Unscrew Butt Swivel Screw.
7. Unscrew Butt Plate Screws and remove Butt Plate from Stock.
8. Unscrew Butt Plate Spring Screw and remove Butt Plate Spring 

and Trap.
9. Unscrew Stock Clamp Nut on right side and remove Stock 

Clamp Screw and Nut.
10. To remove .the Sight Leaf, drive the Pin out with a drift.
11. Unscrew Charger Guide Sight Spring Screw and drive Spring 

to the rear to remove it.
(Not®.—THE CHARGER-GUIDE SIGHT-BASE AND SPRING 

OR THE LEAF SHOULD NEVER BE REMOVED EXCEPT 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAKING REPAIRS.)

12. Remove the Bolt Stop by pressing the Hinge Pin to the rear 
as far as it will go and driving out the Retainor Pin with a drift 
inserted in the Hole for that purpose at the rear of the Retainer Pin. 
The Hinge Pin, Bolt Stop and Spring are then free for removal.

13. The Ejector is removed by compressing the Ejector in the hole 
for the Retainer Spring and removing the Pin by a tool inserted in 
the Groove cut for that purpose in the Pin. The Ejector and Spring 
are then free for removal.

14. Drive Sear Pin out from Lugs in Receiver, which releases 
Trigger Action. (Take care not to lose Sear Spring.)

15. To remove Trigger and Yoke Roll from Yoke, drive out Pins 
with drift.

Drive out Pin and remove Pawl from Sear Spring, taking care not 
to lose Pawl Spring.

16. To remove Bands and Foresight, drive out Cross Pin and the 
Foresight is removed by driving out the rear bevelled surface on the 
Sight Sleeve with a piece of brass or soft metal with the Muzzle of 
barrel'placed on a block of hardwood.

17. To remove the Foresight Blade, drive out the Hood Hinge Pin 
and loosen the Sight Clamp Screw. To assemble this, follow the 
reverse order of Dismounting, but THE FORESIGHT AND 
SLEEVE IS NEVER TO BE REMOVED EXCEPT FOR 
REPAIRS TO THE SLEEVE OR BANDS.

THE BARREL SHOULD NEVER BE UNSCREWED FROM 
THE RECEIVERS BY ARMOURER,



First the Stock.
Assemble Stock Clamp Screw from left side; screw the Nut on 

the right side.
Assemble Butt Plato Trap and Spring, and with Butt Screws fasten 

to Butt of Stock.
Re-assemble Trigger Action in reverse order to Dismounting, care 

being taken that the Pins are re-staked in order to secure them firmly 
in position. Place Sear Spring in Seat. Hold Pawl and Yoke between 
thumb and forefinger of left hand, place them between the Lugs on the 
Receiver, compress Pawl and Yoke together and insert the Pin tapered 
end first, taking care that the location point of the Yoke bears against 
the bottom of the Receiver.

TO ASSEMBLE EJECTOR—Insert Ejector Spring in its seat, 
place the Ejector in its Slot, and force the Ejector to the rear until 
the Large Hole lines up with the Ejector Pin Hole, and then insert 
the Pin.

TO ASSEMBLE BOLT STOP—Place Bolt Stop Hinge Spring 
on Bolt Stop Hinge Pin. Place Bolt Stop in position. Insert Hinge 
Pin, compress until you can enter the Retainer Pin in Hole in Hinge 
and drive it into position.

Replace the Band Screw Nuts in Stock.
Place Magazine in the Magazine opening of Stock.
Assemble Barrel and Receiver to Stock and Trigger Guard.
Replace Front and Rear Receiver Screws. Replace Hand Guard; 

secure Band in place with Band Screws.
Replace Bolt Action in Receiver and turn Bolt Stop down.
CAUTION.—NEVER CLOSE THE BOLT WITH THE 

SAFETY CATCH SHOWING “  SAFE."

TO ASSEMBLE AFTER DISMOUNTING.

TO STRIP LONG ROSS MARK II.
1. Remove the Bolt.
2. Unscrew the Front and Rear Band Screw and slide Bands to 

the Muzzle and remove Hand Guards.
3. Take out Lock Nut Screw and remove Lock Nut from Trigger 

Guard.
4. Take out the two (2) front Receiver Screws.
5. Take out Rear Receiver Screws; the Trigger Guard is theD 

loose and can easily be removed.
6. Remove Barrel and Receiver from Stock, taking care that the 

Nuts of the Band Screws do not fall out.
7. Remove Bolt Stop from Receiver. It is unnecessary to remove 

the Bolt Stop Spring and Plunger from the Stock except for repairs.
8. To remove the Lifter, unscrew the Lifter Bearing Clamp Screw 

and Nut.
9. Remove the Lifter Bearing Screw and the Lifter is then free, 

but it is unnecessary to remove the latter, except for repairs.



10. To remove the Butt Plate, take out the two Butt Plate Screws, 
care being taken not.to lose the Butt Trap.

11. The Charger-Guide Sight Base can be removed, if necessary 
for repairs, by taking out the four Screws. In reassembling, thcso 
screws should be staked with a prick, punch in order to finnly secure them.

12. The Front Sight Hood can be removed by taking out the four 
Screws.

13. To remove the Front Sight, loosen the Front Sight Clamp 
Screw and drive the Sight from either side.

14. The Front Sight Sleeve is removed by driving out the Cross 
Pin and striking the Sleeve a sharp rap with a wooden mallet on the 
rear face. Except for repairs to Bands or the Sleeve itself, it is 
un-necessary to remove this piece.

15. Drive Sear Pin out from Lugs in Receiver, which releases 
Trigger Aotion. Take care not to lose Sear Spring, which is loose.

10. Press down the Ejector Pin and remove the Ejector and Ejector 
Spring. The Ejector Pin can then be removed by being pushed 
upwards out of its seating.

17. To remove Trigger and Yoke Roll from Yoke, drive out Pins 
with drift.

Drive out Pin and remove Pawl from Sear Spring, taking care not 
to lose Pawl Spring.

TO STRIP THE BOLT.
18. fa) Pull the Bolt Head forward.

(b) Spring the Lug on the Extractor over the Bolt Head and
remove the Extractor.

(c) Return the Bolt Head to ease the Mainspring.
19. Pull back Cocking Piece until it is clear of the Bolt Sleeve, 

securing it in that position by giving it a quarter turn right or left. 
Drive out Cross Pin, care being taken not to lose it.

20. Remove the Bolt from the Bolt Sleeve.
21. With a Retainer Wrench unscrew the Mainspring Retainer, 

when the Firing Pin Washer, Mainspring and Firing Pin can be 
removed. Care must be taken in this operation not to lose the 
components by the sudden releasing of the Mainspring.

22. To remove the Safety Catch, turn the Handle upright and hit 
it a slight rap and it will come out.

23. To remove the Safety Catch Plunger and Spring, turn the 
Bolt Sleeve bottom upwards, when they will drop from their seat.

TO ASSEMBLE THE BOLT ACTION.
1. Insert the Firing Pin in the Bolt, holding the latter in the left 

hand. Place Mainspring over Firing Pin. Insert the Washer with 
the Indents pointing away from the Mainspring. Place the Retainer 
over the Indents ana, taking the key in the right hand, screw it home, 
care being taken that the Lug on the Washer enters the Slot in the 
Bolt.
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2. (a) Enter the Bolt into the front of the Bolt Sleeve with the 
largest Lug on the same side as the handle.

(6) Push the Bolt in as far as possible, then continuing the pressure 
give the Bolt a right-handed twist until the Spirals on the Bolt tako 
the corresponding Grooves in the Bolt Sleeve and the Bolt Head 
comes against the Front End of the Sleeve.

(c) Pull the Bolt Head slowly forward and at the same time give 
the Bolt a right-handed twist.

(d) As soon as the Bolt turns slightly, push the Bolt Head back 
against the end of the sleeve (when correctly assembled, the gas 
escape hole in the Bolt Head should be underneath.)

3. Place the Cocking Piece over the Firing Pin. Insert a hook in 
the hole at the end o f  the Firing Pin. Withdraw Firing Pin and 
Cocking Piece clear of the Slot on the Bolt Sleeve, when the Cross 
Pin can be easily inserted in its proper position.

4. (o) Pull the Bolt Head forward only juat sufficiently to retain 
the Lugs in a vertical position.

(6) Insert the Extractor in the Extractor Grooves of the Bolt 
Sleeve, springing the Lug on the Extractor over the Bolt Head.

5. Assemble the Safety Catch Spring and Safety Catch Plunger 
to the Bolt Sleeve (Plunger uppermost).

6. Insert the Safety Catch from the right into the Bolt Sleeve, 
taking care that the point of the Plunger engages firmly in the Grooves 
of the Safety Catch.

TO ASSEMBLE THE WFLB,
7. Replace Butt Plate and Trap and screw home.
8. Put in the Lifter, insert the Lifter Bearing Screw and Nut 

from either side; see that the Lifter works freely, locking them in 
position by the Lifter Bearing Clamp Screw.

9. Put the Ejector Pin (point upwards) in its recess in the 
Receiver.

10. Put in the Ejector Spring.
11. Put the Ejector into its Slot in the Receiver, securing it against 

the Ejector Spring by the point of the Ejector Pin. See that it 
works freely.

12. Reassemble Trigger Action in reverse order to Dismounting, 
care being taken that the Pins are restaked in order to secure them 
firmly in position. Place Sear Spring in Beat. Hold Pawl and Yoke 
between the thumb and forefinger of left hand, and place them between 
the Lugs on the Receiver; compress Pawl and Yoke together and 
insert the Pin tapered end first, taking care that the location point 
of the Yoke bears against the bottom of the Receiver.

13. Assemble the Trigger Guard. See that the Strap Link revolves 
freely round the Strap Link Stud on the Trigger Guard.

14. Put in the Lifter Spring with its coil towards the Muzzle and 
square end downwards.

15. Insert the Bolt Stop in the Receiver, thumb piece upwards.
16. Assemble the Barrel and Receiver to the Stock, taking care 

that the Band Screw Nuts are in place.
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17. Insert the Receiver Rear Screw and Front Screws (2) with 
Lock Nut and Screw.

18. Assemble the Hand Guards (front and rear), being careful that 
the recessed ends are properly fitted.

19. Assemble the Rear Band, inserting the screw from the bottom.
20. Assemble the Front Band with Piling Swivel assembled, insert

ing the Screw from the bottom.
21. Assemble the Front Sight to the Front Sight Sleeve (slope 

towards Muzzle).
22. Screw in the Front Sight Clamp Screw.
23. Screw the Front Sight Hood to the Front Sight Sleeve (slope 

towards Muiale).
24. Pull out Bolt Head sufficiently to retain the Lugs in a vertical 

position. Replace Bolt Action in Receiver and release Bolt Stop.

0

AMMUNITION.

—  v , Mark VII.

Charge........... .. 31 gn. Cordite................. 38 gn. Cordite U.D.T.
382 era Pointed.In boxea ol 1,000. containing 20 bandoliers hold it;,: 10 1IMHN (oaoh with 5 rotnda).

Shaped..Cartridge* iaauod .. Dlunl nose.......................... Is' boxea ol 1,100, containing package* ol 10 round*.
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w s a f a r . r . ? 'TwU, sight lino—

Prossers. extractors, spring, U.L.M. rifle. 

Rode. cleaning cylinder, pistol. Webley

... :::

ClMtning chamber. • 303-in. arms ..

Armourers’ ............................Slips. Arkansas, large..................Testers, trigger puU. M.L.M. rifle. M 
Tools, extractor spring. Mk. II.......

Boshes Jbit̂  screw...........

Tools, removing and replacing protectors, f

Chisels, finmsr

For Jute. Suitable lor rifle and

Screwed at ond to take clearing

For rifles M.L.E., Marks I an

having Enfield rifling wi foremgk 06-inch left U
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*  8-lnoh  .....keqaaro, G-iooh......
los, dead smooth. 3-equare, ft-ineh .
Flat. C-

Hand safe edge. &nch... 

5S. handles firmer—Gimlet*. common, h

Hammer, riveting—JW-os......................4-o«..........Handles, file-

bm iwinbi, tinman's....Pliers, flat nose, pairs.......Raspe. second OOtthaMMW Saws, hand. 23Mnob... 
Stock drill lid . Mirk n...



TOOLS FOR CIRCUIT ARMOURERS.

The following additional tools will be supplied to Armourers w 
they become Circuit Armourers:—

Small Arm Section.

SmiU i n
Boxea, oomponeit, empty circuit. Armourers’... 
Braces armourers bits screw-drivers. stop nut...

Mallets', scabbard sword, cavalry..............Mandrils, scabbard sword:—
s^ , ...............................

a be obtained from C.O.C. when required by circuit.

U.1 XI (•!» (or p-u. ’»  wul cv-
Mandrils, scabbard sword, cavalry, piPunches, dapreseiaf, lever.............Rasps, fine, half-round. 0-inch.........
Stones, oil, slips, arktnias small......Sumps, steel, lor metal—

Dash lines, finch - ■




